
SUPPLIES:
● Hair Brush
● Water (if hair is not damp)
● 2 Hair Elastics
● 2 Long Socks (the longer the hair, the longer the sock 

you need)
● OPTIONAL: something to cover the head.  We used 

some old pajama shorts and used a 3rd hair elastic to 
hold the leg openings shut. 

SOCK CURLS
CRAZY EASY & HEATLESS CURLS
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STEPS:
1. If needed, dampen the hair only slightly. 
2. On top of the head, part in desired end-look.
3. On the back of the head, just part it down the middle.
4. Hold back one half of the hair, so that you can freely work with the loose hair.  
5. Starting with a section of hair at the front of the head bring it in front of the sock and 

then over the top and down the back of the sock (see Pic 1).
6. Keeping that same section of hair, grab another section of hair and repeat process of 

bringing it to the front of the sock, then over the top and down the back (see Pic 2).  
7. Repeat step 6 until you you have grabbed all the hair on that side.  
8. Continue to twist the hair until it is all wrapped around the sock (see Pic 3).  
9. Allow the sock to twist up toward the head, and hold it in place with a hair band (see 

Pic 4), making sure to hold the hair ends in place.
10. Repeat steps 5-9 on the other side.
11. OPTIONAL: put a covering on the hair to just help hold things in place.  We used an 

old pair of PJ shorts and used a hair band to hold the leg openings shut.  
12. Leave the hair in place for at least a few hours.  We just sleep in it overnight.
13. After the set time, remove the socks from head.  Do NOT brush. 
14. Tip head over and shake side to side and up and down to naturally loosen the curls.
15. If the hair is still too curly, you can pull down in different sections or even lightly spritz it 

with water (see Pic 5).
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